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Who Am I?
Daniel Rosehill.
Originally from Ireland. Currently living in Israel.
Education: BCL, Law (UCC); MA, Journalism (CUL).
In-house experience: managed marketing communications (MarCom)
at two technology companies; worked at a PR company.
Out-of-house / freelance experience: 2015-present. Clients have
included individuals, companies, and agencies.
Total: almost 10 years' professional writing experience.

Internship: Irish Central (New York City): summer reporter (subsequently freelance contributor for 3 years)
at Irish-America's largest media organization. 
Internship: Jerusalem Mayor's Office: assistant to the international media spokesperson.
Founded and sold a successful university news website; participated in business incubator.

Stops along the way:
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Technology I write about:
Backup and disaster recovery (DR)
Cloud computing and infrastructure (hands-on experience with AWS)

IoT
Cybersecurity
Reviewing commonly used technology products (for both consumers
and businesses), including: CRMs, ERPs, internet hosting providers,
computer and server security solutions, VoIP solutions
Artificial intelligence (AI); machine learning (ML)

Business continuity management (BCM)

   Subjects I am very interested in:

    Subjects I have written about:

    
    Next on my list:
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Technology I write about (cont.)
Plenty of SaaS companies including those in the fields of:
innovation management, machine learning and AI, InsuranceTech,
MarTech, FinTech, and political technology;
Digital transformation and e-commerce consultancies and
executives

I have also written for:

Example 'lightly technical'
articles I have written:

Example 'deeper dive' subjects
I have written about:

✓ Benefits of legacy to cloud
migrations
✓ How the cloud is changing
insurance
✓ How to accelerate innovation
management adoption

High-level and benefits focused Focused on technical details

✓ Cyber breaches: retrospective analyses
✓ The IoT and predictive analytics
✓ Securing serverless infrastructure
stacks
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Who I Write For

Companies, agencies, and individuals
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What Do I Write?

• Articles, blogs (incl. LinkedIn, Medium)
• Books
• E-books
• Speeches
• White papers

If you want to see what my copywriting skills are like, I have samples to send. But, in general, I try to stick to
what I know well: articulating client value, and explaining technology, in the context of longer pieces of writing.
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Long form writing. Short explanation: most things longer than 800 words. 

✓ Long form writing projects ✘ Short form writing projects
• Social media posts
• Landing pages
• Email marketing campaigns
• Product descriptions

• Professional biographies
• PR materials
• Interview response writing

— Please enquire about:

For more information, visit: dsrghostwriting.com

✘ Other services I don't offer
• Translation
• Non-business ghostwriting
• "Academic ghostwriting"
 •Presentations
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What Are Those Things?
Authoritative presentations of a business's thinking on a key industry topic or a detailed
presentation of their product/service or product offering. Both are commonly employed in
B2B sales cycles and marketing. Ebooks are often simply the same thing for a broader
readership. Ballpark cost: $2,500+.

Blogs are relatively informal assets commonly leveraged by businesses for content marketing
and, to a lesser extent, thought leadership. The distinction between blogs and articles is a little
nebulous. But some distinctions: articles are more commonly placed offsite, appear in print
publications, and are sometimes sourced - and written - more carefully. Ballpark cost: $350-$700.
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White papers and e-books

Articles and blogs

Speeches
Occassions for public speaking in the corporate world are many and varied. Common
speechwriting projects include fireside chats at conferences, industry keynotes, and even
internal motivational 'pep talks' to staff members. Ballpark cost: by length.

Commonality: all are good
platforms for thought leadership!



Where Can I See Writing Samples?

For ghostwriting, which comprises the vast majority of my work these
days, I maintain an online password-protected portfolio. I can send
it upon request, with references, to interested parties.
I also do a bit of writing under my own name here and there. I maintain
a separate archive for that which I can send. Or you can just use
Google.
I also wrote 'The Confused Freelancer's Guide to Technology' which is
available in paperbook and e-book format on Amazon. 
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Ebook / paperback available on Amazon!



Can You Stop Being So Cryptic?
I wrote a series of analyses for a dark web monitoring API whose clients include a
national law enforcement and intelligence agency. The pieces included actionable
insights to help data administrators build more effective API queries to find initial
clues about illicit activity on dark web fora.
I explained cutting-edge approaches to security serverless cloud architectures for
an online article that was sent to a peer-to-peer audience of cloud professionals.
I wrote a detailed white paper attributed to a senior software engineer explaining
the battle between low power cellular and IoT-specific networks for supremacy in
the Internet of Things (IoT).
I helped a client's executive leadership position themselves as experts on GDPR
compliance and secured national radio and print media opportunties for them to
emphasize their knowledge.
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...But What Can It Do For Me/Us?
For detail, see my summaries of the LinkedIn/Edelman and Code Red thought leadership
studies (LinkedIn, Medium, podcast, and dsrghostwriting.com/insights)

Leads to enhanced respect,
perception, and trust of the author in
88% of readers (1)
Favorably influences purchasing
decisions among 48% of readers (2)

Leads to loss of respect in the
authoring party among 38% of readers
Leads to the reader not awarding the
author business in 25% of cases

Don't forget: soft metrics (enhanced perception) ultimately influence hard metrics (RFP inclusion,
purchasing). Good thought leadership also effectively positions the authoring party as a premium provider (3).

(1)(2): LinkedIn/Edelman B2B Thought Leadership Impact Study
(3) Code Red Thought Leadership Study
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  ✓ Well-executed thought leadership       ✘ Poorly done thought leadership



Where have you written for?
✍  Bylined: Ghostwritten/non-attributed:
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As seen in: (among others)

Marketing materials, Medium and LinkedIn
accounts, offsite placements, corporate
blogs
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As seen in: (among others)



Are They Raving About You?

“We have been working with Daniel for a number of years. He is an incredibly capable writer who has also shown us
the importance of building and maintaining relationships with key media outlets. By tapping his ghostwriting
experience, we have furthered our brand positioning and thought leadership in Europe and the US. He has been an
invaluable resource.” (VP of Marketing, SaaS company. Services: Writing and PR)

“With absolute confidence, I recommend Daniel Rosehill for any and all writing work. Knowing that his work is
excellent quality, he would ensure we met deadlines, and of course that he is a pleasure to work with, he was the
first person I thought to call.”” (Founder, startup. Services: speechwriting, interview writing)

“Daniel is a terrific writer with a deep understanding of technology, that he has demonstrated time and time again
during our three years working together.He is easygoing and reliable.” (Marketing agency owner. Services:
technology reviewing)

Not really, but some people have been cajoled into saying these nice things. Unredacted testimonials, and
referees, are also available upon request.
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Discretion, Security,  and NDAs 

As most of the work I do is ghostwriting, I try to be discrete about my clients in
public-facing materials — and any writing samples I can share through my
website are password-protected (dsrghostwriting.com/portfolio; if you need
the password please ask!)
I frequently sign NDAs.
I can share work, exchange email, and receive documents, by PGP encryption if
preferred/required for heightened security. I can also use encryption at rest for
any materials I am working on.
Client documentation can be shared over an SSL-enabled document
management system (DSM). 2FA can be set up for all logins.
I have an opt-out mechanism whereby clients can deny me the right to use
their work in my online portfolio or restrict my ability to share their deliverables
with prospects to email or another direct means only.
I'm always happy to share referees and attributed testimonials privately
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NDAs
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Having managed MarCom in-house, and founded and run my own business, I have more skills than simply
putting fingers to a keyboard very quickly. I don't claim to be an expert in all the following. But I should have
enough skills to contribute to your next project using them.

Other Skillsets

WRITING BEAUTIFICATION AND OPEN SOURCE :

Media monitoring
Public relations
Email marketing
CMS (esp. Wordpress)
Technology benchmarking

CMS AND CONTENT MANAGMENT:

MARKETING:

In Words:
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In Technologies:
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What's Your Process?

I send you all the administrative details. YOU send me an NDA and anything else required.
WE have a kick-off call and go over objectives.

A well-structured brief is important for delivering a polished writing product that exceeds your
expectations. I have a template or YOU can send me yours.

I include two rounds of revisions with all my quoted prices. I'm happy to do more. on an
hourly/flat rate.
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Onboarding
 

1.

2. Brief

YOU ME

3. Revisions

4. Wrap-up
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How Much Does It Cost?

Long answer: I quote per project, however I can provide some very rough
guidelines to avoid wasting everybody's time:

Project-based rates:
• Articles (off-site): from $0.40*/word ($400/1,000 words)
• Blogs (on-site): from $0.35/word ($350/1,000 words)
• Speeches: $15/30 / min. speaking time
• White papers: average cost $2,500 to $4,000

Time-based rates:
• Hourly: $50-75
• Day: hourly x 8
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Short (and unloved) answer: it depends on the project!

I maintain virtual bank accounts, with 
local details in USD, GBP, AUD, and EUR
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Bulk and Volume Pricing

Working for non-profit organizations (NPOs)
Working for agencies that need to mark up my work to a rate that is
viable for their client
Working for any part that is able to contract to a fixed recurring
volume of work

There are three circumstances in which I can discount the above:
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Discount: 10-25% depending on 3, 6, or 12 month commitments

All prices, above, quoted in USD
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Ancillary Services / Packages
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Ad hoc engagement: for clients that wish to engage writing services sporadically  / as the need
arises.
3/6/12 month writing programs: for clients that wish to undertake an (up to) year-long thought
leadership campaign. Packages priced, and structured, according to the recurring agreed
deliverable(s). Account management by email correspondence below $1,000/month. Update calls
included at retainers above.

Add-Ons:
a) Strategy consulting: editorial calendar based around target messaging.
b) PR pitching: pitching ghostwritten work. Ad-hoc/hourly. Not equivalent to a full PR service!
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Questions Writing Folk Ask ❓
Q: American English or British English?
A: Irish English but many years' experience writing in American English. I write as clients ask me to.

Q: Oxford comma or no Oxford comma?
A:  The Oxford comma removes ambiguity. Anybody who disagrees is wrong.

Q: What style guide are you most comfortable writing in?
A: AP. I have a copy of the CMS but its primary purpose is to make me look more serious. More commonly
these days, I write according to clients' internal style guides.

Q: What makes you different from all the other hungry writers we are interviewing?
A: I 'get' technology on a pretty deep level. I hope to be AWS-certified by the type I roll out V1.3 of this. I will try
out your technology hands-on until I completely understand it. I'm not new to writing and understand the
editorial and PR worlds as well as the marketing one.
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FAQs
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Can you do a call with our client?
Of course! I have worked with marketing and PR agencies quite a bit. I am happy to interface
directly with your client or their subject matter expert (SME). In many cases, and if your account
manager is happy with the arrangement, I find that it is more efficient.

Do we own the work that we commission?
My standard terms and conditions (T&Cs) stipulate that the intellectual property (IP) rights in the
work I undertake vests to the client upon termination of the contract. The one caveat is that I
request the right to use the work as a portfolio piece if desired. You are free, of course, to do
whatever you want with the work that I produce.

I have an idea for a book....
Without knowing anything about your idea, book writing fees start in the five figure territory.  FYI
2: I offer book ghostwriting but not design, formatting, or publishing. Those are separate
competencies offered by different service providers.
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FAQs (2)
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Is it just you?
Currently.

Do you outsource work?
Currently no. If I start doing so, I will ask any clients before doing so - as my standard T&Cs
stipulate.

Do you have a contract?
Yes, although I can also sign yours or conclude a more informal email-based agreeement.
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Awkward Personal Questions
Because it's always nice to get these done and dusted ahead of a Zoom call
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What brought you to Israel?
People tend to move to Israel because they are Jewish, have gone insane, are fleeing
prosecution, or some combination of the three. Mine was reason one (I think).

You are a native English speaker?
Yes, they speak English in Ireland. Also, your grammar needs some work.

Can you work with the West Coast (of the US) / What's the time difference?
Usually UTC+2 which is one hour ahead of Continental Europe. I've worked with clients on
the West Coast, however it's a twelve hour time difference. If required we've spoken once
a week. It's worked but I understand why it's not ideal.
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Where Can I Learn More?
If you're interested in learning more about thought leadership — whether you want to
give it a spin yourself or use an external contractor — then some of the following
resources might be of interest:
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1) The DSR Ghostwriting Podcast 2) DSRGhostwriting.com/Insights

3) DSR Ghostwriting on YouTube
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How Can I Get In Touch?
I love ✉  email and asynchronous communication. I'm not a huge form of Slack although I
use it regularly. I also don't like receiving briefs by WhatsApp. However, I like scheduled
Zoom chats and face-to-face meetings. How's that for selling myself? I am a contrarian and
can also do PGP if you prefer.

Website:         dsrghostwriting.com
Book Zoom:   dsrghostwriting.com/bookmeeting
Email:              enquiries@dsrghostwriting.com
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